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1. PLAN DURATION 

This project is a five-year plan to provide VMware Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) as a 

service to Mountain View College hosted within the campus network infrastructure.  The scope 

of this project provides the guidelines necessary to help implement this service successfully.  The 

result will be providing students with a stable, consistent end user experience, to insure their 

academic success on-campus, off-campus and distance learning. 

The first year is spent planning.  During the planning phase, gather requirements that the school 

would like to have accomplished.  Once the requirements are gathered; careful analysis of the 

requirements are made.  Consultant with outside consultants to determine the risk factors based 

on the requirements. 

Year two and three, are the design and implementation phase.  Once all the requirements are 

determined, a system design is created.  Then, proceed to the implementation and testing.  This is 

where the programmer code and test the program to determine the results are desirable or not.  

Feedbacks from the testing will be evaluated and adjustment to the project will be made.  Once 

the testing phase is signed-off from the development committee, then it will move to production 

phase for deployment. 

The last two years is when deployment and maintenance occurs.  The proposed system gets to be 

implement in production environment and routine maintenance of the system is maintained.  This 

phase involves the installation, customization of configuration based on the testing phase, and a 

period of evaluation.   

Milestone 

 

Planned  

Start Date 

Actual  

Start Date 

Planned  

End Date 

Actual  

End Date 

Gather requirements and 

finalize architect 

July 2014 Click here to 

enter actual 

start date   

June 2015 Click here to enter 

actual end date   

Begin testing 

features/components on test 

clients 

June 2015 Click here to 

enter actual 

start date   

December 

2016 

Click here to enter 

actual end date   

Demonstration of features, 

migration profiles to latest 

release, and start 

administrators and end users’ 

documentations 

November 2016 Click here to 

enter actual 

start date   

January 

20120 

Click here to enter 

actual end date   

Deploy production 

environment and service 

cutover 

December 2019 Click here to 

enter actual 

start date   

September 

2020 

Click here to enter 

actual end date   

 



2. STAKE HOLDERS 
This project will be created with the help from public and private investors.  The core planning 

community for this project is consist of seven public and seven private sector consultants to 

representation of a larger stake holder of Mountain View College administrators, students, staffs, 

and faculty.  The planning community meets at least once monthly. 

3A. CORE: CURRENT COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT ACCESS 
Students that are enrolled for onsite instruction at Mountain High College have access to Open 

Access Computer Labs.  These computer labs have a standard equipment, Operating Systems, 

and software applications that are managed by their divisions, not centrally.  Depends on the 

management style or the division, the configuration of the systems may vary. 

Online students or access resources remotely, need to have their own equipment to use for the 

course.  Their course experiences online vary greatly which depends on their personal 

technology equipment and their knowledge on how to use the technology.  There may be other 

dependencies.  Their quality and stability of Internet access may play a part in their experiences.  

Their access to the course software applications can be another issue. 

Hybrid students may benefit from both, onsite and online course work.  They have access to 

onsite resources, for example, Open Access Computer Labs.  They can also use their own 

technology equipment to benefit from online course work.  Combining the benefits of both onsite 

and online course work may result in advantageous learning outcome.  The workload for the 

instructor teaching in both arenas may be higher than instructing in one or the other method. 

Instructors when teaching onsite have access to teaching computer labs and the campus 

technical support. While remote instruction, instructors use their own technology equipment or 

access a nearby sister campus to use the instruction classroom. 

3b. Core: Technology Use 
The current technology use at Mountain High College is a standard desktop computer with its 

software installed.  The Microsoft Windows Operating Systems are patched on a monthly cycle 

using its Windows Updates.  The computer applications are patched either manually by the 

campus technical system administrators or with a deployment software, a server to deploy the 

updates.  A few computer labs, updates are not performed on a regular, timely method. 

3c. Core: Goals 
Strategic plan sets forth three priorities for the institution of California State University website: 

1. Increase student access and success; 

2. Meet state needs for economic and civic development, through continued investment in 

applied research and addressing workforce and other societal needs; and 

3. Sustain institutional excellence through investments in faculty and staff, innovation in 

teaching, and increased involvement of undergraduates in research and in their 

communities. 



With the three strategic plan, administrators, staffs and instructors are able to use established 

standards, for example, ISTE National Educational Technology Standards for Teacher, Students 

and Administrators, as well as best practices. 

To encourage community sharing, there is an established technology sharing committee with 30 - 

40 members that meets on a regular interval.  They review and analysis the past, present and 

future educational technology to see the college is placed on the emerging technology scale. 

3d: Core: Technology to Enhance Teaching and Learning 
At Mountain View College, there are various Open Access Computer Labs and instructional 

computer labs for students.  This is a traditional setup that has worked very well.  Within the last 

few years, the wireless mobile device usage has expanded.  In the past, Information Technology 

Services assumed each student would use one Internet Protocol (IP) address.  This single IP 

address will be assigned to the student’s laptop.  This is not the case with a rise in smart phones, 

tablets, and other mobile devices.  The new assumption is three IP addresses per student for their 

smart phone, tablet, and laptop.  This introduces a new challenge dealing with Bring Your Own 

Device (BYOD). 

In this proposal, the main focus is how to leverage BYOD to help device owners reduce the 

learning curve and to reallocate the cost of school purchased equipment to software license cost. 

I believe the technology is moving toward empowering the end users, not the ITS department.  

The ITS department provides guidelines and infrastructure to help educational technology 

flourish to enhance teaching methodology and student’s learning. 

As technology advances, the space required for server hardware reduce.  The cost remains the 

same, but we can get more computing power when compared to previous computer generations.  

The physical server can handle much more, higher density and provide a flexibility that has not 

been seen in the past.  The new driving force is to do more with less.  In order to do so, 

technology has moved toward a world of software define instead of hardware defined world. 

3e: Software Defined World 
Early customer expectation VMware Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) dated back in 2002.  

VDI is a method separating or virtualization of the Operating Systems and its applications from 

the computer hardware.   The VDI was simple architect with simple network communication 

protocol.  Other major completers are Citrix and Microsoft Hyper-V.  Each company offers their 

own brand name and features of the same concept; virtualize the end user’s desktop.  In the past 

year or two, the new buzzed word, Cloud, has exploded across the media channels.  You hear the 

words: private, public, and your cloud.  All of these buzz words relates to three key terms: 

software defined network, software defined storage, and the software defined data center.  This is 

a new idea where the software becomes more critical components than hardware when it comes 

to architecture of a network and its components. 

4: TRAINING 
In order to determine a starting point for training, an assessment survey needs to be conducted on 

the stakeholders to determine their current understanding.  From their understanding, training 

consultants can build from current knowledge to introduce the newly implemented concept.  The 



use of VDI requires some technical expertise therefore; obtaining certification on the subject can 

be used to determine a baseline knowledge or accomplishment. 

An online Knowledge Based database will be created to provide common answers to questions.  

This will allow a central contribution point to store how-to and other answers in a documentation 

form.  There can be two levels of access, one for technical staff and the other, end users.  The 

end users will be less technical in writing style.  Overtime, the Knowledge Based database can 

have a wealth of customized information that are useful to both the technical staffs and end 

users. 

5: NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE 
One possible chock point in a VDI project is the network infrastructure. VDI depends heavily on 

high availability and network throughput for a positive user’s experience.  Lack of these two 

components, the virtual desktop may provide poor performance, frustrating the end user. 

In order to rollout the VDI project successfully, there are some assumptions that need to be 

made.  Below is a table listing them. 

# Assumptions in Project Plan 

1.  Managers & Administrators fully support the project 

2. All incenses have been procured and available  

3. Equipment (physical and VM servers) obtained 

4. Personnel staff hours have been allocated 

5. Design infrastructure is sound 

6. Network infrastructure support the design 

7. System administrators and end users are trained 

8. Follow-up with evaluation and support to users 

9. Routine maintenance, upkeep, design modification  

 

6: FUNDING SOURCE 
The technology and equipment this proposal adopted is of a scalability.  The equipment does not 

need to purchase all up front, but as needed to expand.  The expansion based on additional end 

user to equipment requirements.  They are predictable and easy calculated. 

The initial equipment and software license purchased will be funded by private donors.   The 

maintenance and continue software support agreement costs are the responsibility of the High 

Mountain College. 



7: EVALUATION 
On an annual schedule, the in-house Quality and Assurance division will be conducting a health 

check of the project to check for alignment with the vision and goals of Mountain High College.  

The Evaluation will provide feedback to understand what worked and what did not work.  

Continuing project medication will be made to adjust for the change in end users’ requirements.  

Depends on continue funding, innovation will continue and the VDI will adjust accordingly. 

8: REFERENCE: 
Strategic Plan Goals. (n.d.). The California State University. Retrieved May 8, 2014, from 

http://www.calstate.edu/accesstoexcellence/plan-goals.shtml 


